The promotion of family wellness for refugee families in cultural transition - A phenomenographic study
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Abstract

Objective: To illustrate how nurses can promote family wellness and facilitate acculturation for involuntary migrant families as conceptualized by bilingual interpreters and cultural mediators with own past refugee experience. Due to the nature of involuntary migration and accompanying acculturation, refugee families face a complex transition, exposing them to vulnerability in cohesion and family function. Involuntary migrant health needs are largely managed within the Primary Health Care sector where Primary Health Care Nurses (PHCN) play an important role. Additionally, bilingual interpreters and cultural mediators with personal experience of being refugees and subsequent acculturation play a critical role in bridging the language and cultural gap between migrant families and PHCNs.

Methods: The study is descriptive and explorative in design with a phenomenographic approach. Data was collected in Southern Sweden utilizing in-depth interviews with ten bilingual interpreters and cultural mediators originating from the Balkans, Kurdistan, Eritrea and Somalia. A contextual analysis with reference to phenomenography was used in interpreting the data material.

Results: Three separate themes illustrated the meaning of family wellness: a sense of belonging to the new homeland, the maintenance of self-esteem and stable family interrelationships. The analysis demonstrated that the way ex-refugee bilingual interpreters and cultural mediators perceived of how to promote family wellness, fell into three qualitative different conceptions: (1) Promotion of family wellness is the responsibility of the family itself, manifested in its attitude in wanting to adjust to change, (2) Promotion of family wellness is the consideration of those outside the family and is marked by understanding and respectful attitudes, (3) Promotion of family wellness is a societal responsibility to which successful integration is a prerequisite.

Conclusions: The promotion of health of involuntary migrant families in cultural transition is complex due to families, other members of the society and society at large all contributing to family wellness in the process of acculturation. For nurses to facilitate a healthy transition for involuntary migrant families, a holistic approach working with the entire family in a psychosocial way and cooperating with other health care professionals, community authorities and ethnic organizations maybe a future direction in encounters with involuntary migrant families with health problems. Adopting a family system approach will enable nurses to provide culturally and transition-competent quality care by enabling stabilizing interfamily relationships through supportive conversations about changes and its subsequent reactions and
possible coping of the family as a unit. Further research in order to enhance health promotion would preferable take on a participatory approach.
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1 Introduction
Involuntary migration, as caused by war and political upheaval, and any subsequent cultural transition is a known challenge to family wellness [1-3]; the situational change arising from migration gives rise to cultural transition and subsequent acculturation. Acculturation is a complex social and psychological process which implies cultural learning and behavioural adaptation of a non-native country such as learning of a new lifestyle, the proficiency of a new language and absorption of different values [4]. Therefore acculturation imposes a transformation of identity and self-perception which may impact self-esteem and self-efficacy [5] affecting the biochemical system of the body thus increasing the vulnerability to psychological distress; so called acculturative stress [6-8].

From a family perspective, acculturation may give rise to changes in the distribution of family roles which according to Sluzki [1] may escalate progressively into major crises of family inter-relationships. Additionally, family members are frequently unaware of the stressful nature of migration and its cumulative impact on family function. Aroian, Spitzer and Bell [9] illustrated that family members can be overwhelmed by their own immigration demands and as such generate additional stress on family members. Families originating from collectivist oriented cultures seeking refugee in individualistic oriented countries are especially at risk for interpersonal conflicts due to changed family roles [3, 10]. The literature on the impact of acculturation on family function and cohesion of involuntary migrant families is however complex and inconsistent. Whilst some studies show that these families were exposed to vulnerability both in family cohesion and to family function [3, 11-13] others do not find any evidence for such consequences [14]. However, the reunifications of family members were shown to be a risk factor to family function and cohesion [3, 15]. In addition, post migration factors especially of socioeconomic and psychosocial concerns have also shown to be crucial to health in acculturating individuals and families [16].

Sweden within a cultural context lends itself as an example of an individualistic oriented country with a pluralist society, as it is a recipient country for refugees in accordance with the United Nations guidelines. In 2008, approximately 13% of its 9.4 million populations originate from more than 200 countries [18] of which 46% originate from non-European countries [19]. By 2060 it is thought that approximately 18% of the population of Sweden will be foreign-born originating mainly from non-European, collectivistic countries [18].

Empirical studies in Sweden have shown that contextual socio-environmental stressors such as social degradation, racism and loss of financial control, increased the vulnerability to psychological distress and physical disease in involuntarily migrated families [7]. Nyberg [20] found that loss of self-image was shown to be an emotional threat in Chilean families. The high divorce rate in Iranian families in comparison to native Swedish families were attributed to worse socio-economic circumstances, acculturative stress and a changed function of the traditional male role [20]. Factors such as living in uncertainty awaiting asylum, having unprocessed traumas, facing unemployment, changed roles within the family, perceived unfriendly attitudes of the host country and social segregation within Swedish society, were conceived as stressors causing mental distress, physical disease and family conflicts, according to involuntarily migrated families living in Sweden [21]. Similarly Samarasinghe, Fridlund and Arvidsson [22] have described the complexity of the relationship between the socio-economic status of involuntary migrant families, the receiving and encountering of different factors in Swedish society and the mental health of these families from the perspective of Primary Health Care Nurses (PHCN), as the PHCN is most often the involuntarily migrant family’s first contact with the Swedish health care system.
However, nurses who frequently interact with involuntary migrant families play a vital role in promoting health and preventing illness of these families. As transitions impact on emotional and physical wellbeing [23], cultural transition and the subsequent acculturation should form a part of nurse’s preventive care. Facilitating cultural transition is however new to nursing which motivates research to achieve a comprehensive and genuine understanding of the promotion of involuntary migrant families’ health whilst in the process of acculturating.

A family perspective was adopted in this study since involuntary migrant families in Sweden mostly originate from collectivistic oriented cultures. The concept of family has a wide range of definitions in a cross-cultural perspective but none that has been cross-culturally accepted and universally applicable [24]. Neuman & Fawcett [25] defines family as a group of two or more persons who create and maintain a common culture and whose most central goal is one of continuance. Furthermore, they equated health with wellness defined as the condition in which all parts and subparts referring to physiological, psychological, developmental, socio-cultural and spiritual variables are in harmony with the whole of the individual as well as with the whole of the family. From a wellness perspective it is therefore crucial to acknowledge the health status of the individuals of the family as well as of the family as a unit.

The focus of this paper is on how nurses can promote family wellness for refugee families whilst they undergo acculturation and thereby facilitate their cultural transition. In order to gain a crucial understanding pertaining to cultural transition this study drew from the experiences of bilingual and cultural mediators, who were former refugees having undergone cultural transition and subsequent acculturation themselves. Additionally, their experiences of bridging the cultural and language barriers between health personnel and immigrant families [26] gave them a valuable perspective with regard to understanding the impact of acculturation on family wellness as well as thoughts around prevention of subsequent negative effects.

2 Methods

2.1 Design and method description

A qualitative design using phenomenography as the research approach was used. Phenomenography focuses on the variations of peoples’ understanding of experienced phenomena in the world around them [27, 28]. Conceptions are central to phenomenography as these often represent implied meanings which have not been subjected to reflection and made explicit [27]. As individuals conceptualize a phenomenon differently due to their culturally and socially dependant pre-understanding of the phenomenon, the outcome of the contextual analysis related to phenomenography, will therefore result in a spectrum of meanings [29].

2.2 The context of the study

The study took place in the South of Sweden. The largest groups who sought asylum in Sweden in 2008 were citizens of Iraq and Somalia [18]. Family reunification of refugees is currently the most common reason for immigration to Sweden. Members of families from Iraq, former Yugoslavia and Somalia were the largest group of relative immigrants during 2006 [30]. Asylum-seekers are offered a free health examination upon arrival and interpreting services are provided within the PHC. Once a permanent resident permit is obtained, the family has the same rights to receive health care as Swedish citizens [31].

2.3 Participants

Ten bilingual interpreters and cultural mediators all of whom themselves were former refugees were strategically chosen in accordance with phenomenography to embrace the variation of conceptions [32]. As a consequence different backgrounds with regard to ethnicity, sex, education, religion and number of years of life spent in Sweden were covered (see Table 1). All participants had interpreted for a minimum of 100 involuntary migrants. Inclusion criteria were that the
interpreter or mediator had personal experiences of involuntary migration and originated from Bosnia, Kosovo-Albania, Kurdistan, Eritrea and Somalia. These countries were strategically chosen with reference to physiognomy and cultural values which were similar and different to the Swedish inhabitants according to a study by Westin [33].

Table 1. Socio-demographic characteristics of the informants (N=10)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bosnian/Eritrea/Kosovo-Albania</td>
<td>2/2/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurdistan/Somalia</td>
<td>2/2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sex</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female/male</td>
<td>5/5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of interpreter</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bilingual interpreter/Bilingual interpreter and cultural mediator</td>
<td>5/5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of years as an interpreter</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean (range)</td>
<td>5(2-15)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age in years</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean (range)</td>
<td>44,5 (27-55)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period awaiting asylum in months</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean (range)</td>
<td>10,5 (4-48)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of years in Sweden</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean (range)</td>
<td>16 (6-17)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper secondary school/University</td>
<td>4/6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Religion</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Muslim/Orthodox</td>
<td>8/2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 Data collection

Data was collected by the first author who is a district nurse cum lecturer in nursing. The methodology used was narrative and tape-recorded in-depth interviews, each in Swedish and lasting approximately three hours with the location of each interview chosen by the participant. The interviews were based on a map presenting a typology of family profiles epitomizing the health characteristics of a migrated family in transition [21, 22] (see Figure 1). The starting point of each interview was: how do you perceive the family profiles presented, followed by the question: how best can the promotion of family wellness be achieved while adjusting to their life in Sweden? In order to obtain further dept to the participants’ statements, follow-up questions were used. For example, can you elaborate on your thoughts? How would you describe this in more detail? All interviews were transcribed ad verbatim.

2.5 Ethical considerations

The study was performed in accordance with the principles of Helsinki and was approved by the Ethics Committee at Lund University, Sweden (LU 445-03).

2.6 Analysis

The analysis was conducted by the primary author while the remaining authors served as additional evaluators in the categorization procedure. The analysis was carried out in five steps in line with contextual analysis [29]: (1) the transcribed interviews were read several times to obtain a sense of the whole, (2) an analysis of each interview was carried out in search of statements relating to “What” expressing the participants’ conceptions of family wellness and “How” expressing the participants ways of talking about the measures to target family wellness, (3) The What and the How were subsequently summarized in each interview and three distinguishing themes were identified: belonging to the new homeland, maintaining self-esteem and stabilizing family relationship, (4) the summaries were differentiated and grouped together in qualitatively distinct categories based on similarities or differences of the identified themes, (5) The completed
picture of the categorized data was demarcated into a system of three qualitatively different categories of description based on how the identified themes varied from each other (see Table 2). Since each descriptive category constitutes a conception of the phenomenon on a collective level each participant could be represented in all the categories of description.

**Figure 1.** Family wellness of involuntary migrant families in cultural transition

**Table 2.** Outcome space of how to promote family wellness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>The family’s own responsibility</th>
<th>The consideration of others outside the family</th>
<th>A societal responsibility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belonging to the new homeland</td>
<td>Positive thinking ; focusing on opportunities</td>
<td>Understanding and respectful attitudes</td>
<td>Integrated in society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintaining self-esteem</td>
<td>Affiliating dual cultural identity</td>
<td>Recognition and affirming ones cultural values</td>
<td>Utilizing immigrants’ competences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stabilizing interrelationship</td>
<td>Striving to understand and support each other</td>
<td>Outreaching activities</td>
<td>Information about the functioning of the new homeland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Findings

All participants agreed upon that the family profiles in Figure 1 illustrated the reality of living in Sweden as an involuntarily migrated family. The following conceptions were identified as forming parts in promoting family wellness during acculturation:

I. Promotion of family wellness is the responsibility of the family itself, manifested in its attitude in wanting to adjust to change

Family members’ motivation and willingness to adapt to their new homeland characterized the main feature of this conception.

“It all depends on me and how I cope in adjusting to the new country; you have to become determined to manage and not to think negatively. You must have the courage and show that it is the self that really matters”. (Kosovo female)

The participants meant that the responsibility lay with the family to seize every opportunity to learn of the new home country in order to develop a sense of belonging; as in a case where a family invited their child’s schoolteacher to come and speak to them about cultural norms. In a second case a father used the resources of the local library to study Swedish law and learn about duties and rights in Sweden. Moreover, the family members were conceived as needing mental adjustment by using positive thinking and putting their children’s future in focus. A key element in facilitating the development of belonging for their children in the new home country was attributed to the avoidance of negatively comparing Sweden to the country of origin.

“Children who are growing up here have two different ways of thinking, one at home and another one at school; they have a different life together with their friends. That is why parents must listen and not say to their children that everything is forbidden”. (Kurdish male)

This group of participants however expressed that it was beneficial for one’s self-esteem to have dual cultural affiliation, especially for children. By discussing the difference between the two countries in regards to lifestyle and cultural norms parents could aid this process. Additionally, actively using existing cultural organizations as a support network was conceived to be a positive, allowing for the maintaining of ethnic identity whilst providing opportunities to learn about the new culture. An example of this was made where the Eritrean society organized workshops for teenagers exploring the particular issues that they may face as part of their transition into the new society whilst maintaining their Eritrean heritage.

For a family to maintain stability and cohesion throughout the adjustment period these participants meant that the family must strive to understand and support each other in spite of changing family roles. The example of a wife, who is patient towards her husband despite his lost status as the breadwinner of the family, was quoted frequently. Likewise, the husband must offer support to his wife as she has lost her social network and the support she use to get from other women in the former homeland. It was also considered important that the man takes his wife’s views into account in a democratic way before any decisions are made. From a parents point of view it was important that the parents’ problems should not be discussed in the presence of their children, because it was perceived to cause insecurity in children. This was particularly important during asylum period.

Furthermore, it was thought helpful for parents to be observant as to whom their children associated with whilst making appropriate demands and setting clear limits so as to offer a firm structure. As part of this however, it was believed that understanding the children’s particular needs during acculturation was of utmost importance. For instance, it was thought vital to provide the children with an allowance similar to what Swedish children typically received so as to prevent the children being alienated amongst their peers.
“We ourselves have to be strong otherwise it will not work. There are so many possibilities in Sweden if we only can see them but you can not just sit and wait for them. I myself need to struggle to adapt to the new country in order that my children will feel good and not feel alienated in society. It is all dependent on yourself and you can not organize any assistance in facilitating this adjustment”. (Eritrean female)

II. Promotion of family wellness is the consideration of those outside the family and is marked by understanding and respectful attitudes

This conception was characterized by the community showing understanding and respectful attitudes in encounters with the involuntary migrated families.

“It is the first step to feel at home knowing that there is someone who cares about me, it feels just like the relationship between mother and child and it's very important”. (Kosovo female)

Early contacts with native Swedes were conceived as supporting the development of a sense of belonging to the new homeland. Pensioners were viewed as beneficial in this respect, especially in cases of immigrant women with little or no formal educational as they were perceived to feel secure in the company of elderly women. Similarly, it was suggested that a group of schoolmates could be helpful to younger members of the family in facilitating acculturation by functioning as language and social instructors at school. The local area network groups that exist in Sweden, operating on a voluntary basis and seeking to improve health within communities was conceived to be an important source in order to arrange informal and formal support contacts between native Swedes and immigrant families.

Self-esteem enhancing actions were conceived to include such as a kind reception by health care personnel where the emphasis on treating the patient with respect and dignity were at times thought to have a larger healing impact than medicine even.

“When I meet somebody who can encourage me for instance here at the health centre there is a nurse who talks to me in such a way that I felt well - but with another nurse it was not the same. You have to have a special attitude, and then it works 75% better than medicine”. (Eritrean male)

Furthermore, sensitivity toward cultural differences and the importance for the patient to feel their ailments were taken seriously was conceived important. For instance where complaints and symptoms could be culturally inflicted as in the cases of women who have undergone female circumcision complaining of menstrual disorders and where it was key to offer immediate treatment rather than propose self-care.

“It’s the biggest thing that someone believes in you when you have problems with your health or problems with family or anything. If you get someone who believes in you, it’s a huge part of yourself and your life”. (Somali female)

Finally, simple everyday questions such as “How are you today?” and “What can I do for you?” was conceived as beneficial to strengthening self-esteem and encouraging individuals to open up and express thoughts and feelings.

Outreaching activities such as social visits by persons within the community and health workers was felt to be principal in strengthening the feeling of acceptance in the new homeland which in turn was thought to enhance family members’ support of each other; thus stabilizing the family as a unit.

“It all depends on how you have been received, if one is received with trust and in a good way you are able to reveal your actual feelings and thoughts. Such contacts as coming and knocking at the door and making us feel welcome could greatly help positively in holding families together. This would help the families not to split up and have a deeper conflict situation”. (Bosnian male)
III. Promotion of family wellness is a societal responsibility to which successful integration is a prerequisite

The overriding feature to this conception was that family wellness could be achieved by integrating the families into society. The participants felt that it was the responsibility of society to establish necessary conditions for integration in cooperation with immigrants.

The families ought to “get a place” in the society and employment was seen as the foremost approach in assisting the development of a sense of belonging to the new homeland. Employment was also seen as enabling economic independence thus enhancing control of one's own life as well as enhancing parents’ ability to provide for their children in a similar way as a large part of native Swedish parents.

“The best help is a job as this is necessary for the parents to feel that they are integrated into society. This is important not only for the parents but even more for the children”. (Bosnian female)

In order to maintain self-esteem an individualized language education was considered essential taking into account different persons learning capabilities as learning Swedish was conceived as necessary for the family to integrate. Similarly, for children not to feel alienated home country language classes should take place outside school hours and not at the expense of other school subjects as is the current norm. This was conceived as discrimination by treating the children differently from their schoolmates. The maintenance of self-esteem could further be facilitated by encountered personnel’s prior experience of being a refugee according to the participants as their experiences of acculturation were conceived as having a calming effect on acculturating families.

To obtain a smoother transition and a faster adjustment to the new life situation it was thought to be important that the families receive support by cultural mediator during the first five years. This was exemplified by a case where the parents were prohibiting their daughter from attending a school camp was used and where the intervention of a cultural mediator resolved the situation.

Information about Swedish society and its roles and functions, for instance the role of social allowances where the parents were unable to obtain employment, was conceived as an essential element to the alleviation of stress within the family. Study circles, multilingual newspapers and local radio broadcasts were suggested as ways of facilitating the obtaining of societal information which in turn was viewed as essential to avoid the formation of prejudices against the new culture.

“It is only through providing more information about the society we are living in and how this society functions that any prejudice can be alleviated …one thinks differently here (in Sweden), and one has more freedom to move about here in Sweden, children are not like ours but they too have parents who put limits on their children and not everybody is allowed to speak or do as they like”. (Kurdish female)

On an interrelationship basis, it was thought of as positive, where possible, for both husband and wife to obtain employment as this would allow for both to actively experience the new culture which in turn allowed for a parallel acculturation. However it was also conceived as important that the father ought to be able to support the family financially in order to uphold the stability of family interrelationships. This group of participants also meant that it was imperative that parents be allowed to keep their parental roles from the origin country, using language such as ‘parents should be allowed to act as parents’ to illustrate a more traditional parenting role than they perceived Sweden to have.

“I noticed what happened in Paris some years ago when teenagers went havoc and when the president said OK now it is enough, let the parents take over and then it all stopped. Give the parents the parental-role to play!” (Somali male)

This was of importance where they felt children attempted to gain an upper hand in the interrelationship roles toward the parents. Here they felt in the cases where social authorities intervened in families, that was vital to consider both the
children’s and the parents’ viewpoints and not, as they conceived the current reality to be just of the children. They thought it was wrong that authorities had the power intervene actively between the parents and their child.

“It’s wrong if somebody should come between my child and me. If there are problems with parental child relations they are not solved by taking the children from the family. Instead they should listen to both sides—meeting the parents and the children together and not separately”. (Somali female)

Moreover the participants meant that the asylum period ought to be shortened in order to alleviate parental stress which was conceived as harmful to the mental health of the children as well as to the wellness of the family unit.

“The authorities should show more consideration to people coming from different countries and should co-operate with the immigrant organizations. They will not succeed in integration without this co-operation - if one only talks about integration but does nothing about it, it will stop there and there will not be any integration”. (Kosovo male)

4 Discussion

In this article, the joint effort between the families, other members of the society and society at large is all seen as contributing to family wellness in the process of acculturation of involuntary migrants. A resistance towards acculturation in cases of sudden and unplanned migration may however influence negatively on the families own motivation to adjust and adapt to a new homeland and its culture. The involuntary migrants’ common dream of returning to the home country someday is an important part of the involuntary refugee’s makeup which can make the acceptance of a new culture and habits even more difficult. These obstacles in the families together with obstacles from the community and the society at large ought to be faced in facilitating a healthy transition. Nurses can be a part in this by using a more systematic and deliberate way of encountering involuntary migrants with health problems.

In descriptive category, promotion of family wellness is the responsibility of the family itself, the involuntary migrant families themselves, was seen as responsible for managing their acculturation. This corroborates with Muecke who objects to literature presenting involuntary migrant families as vulnerable and victims rather than extraordinary resilient due to the fact that they had the courage and strength to leave their homeland. For nurses to facilitate involuntary migrants’ perception of themselves as resilient, the nurse should use a salutogenic approach in interacting encounters, by focusing on the family’s strengths, resources and possibilities. One way is to highlight compensatory resources for health outside the family as meeting places in the community and other information sources in the society as a whole. A salutogenic approach could also be shown by an understanding and a respectful attitude towards migrants’ feelings of belonging as descriptive category in promotion of family wellness is the consideration of those outside the family.

Furthermore, the recognition and acceptance of cultural differences by other community members, was also conceived as enhancing self-esteem. Immigrants’ feeling at ease with both cultures enables a subjective sense of well being which is in line with one of Schumacher and Meleis’ three indicators of a healthy transition; a subjective sense of wellbeing, mastery of new behaviours and the well being of interpersonal relationships.

A common need at the early stage in improving family wellbeing is having access to one’s own culture in the host country. The relationship between increased self-esteem and a higher level of acceptance by other community members of the new home country was also highlighted by Nesdale et al. Since culture is most natural for all humans, as in Daun, who’s coinage “cultural is natural” implies that culture is universal and therefore has to be mutually recognised and acknowledged. The hallmark of a successful acculturation results in bicultural skills with a sense of belonging in both the new and the old culture. Consequently, the families themselves cannot exclusively adapt to the new culture, but have to live with the cultural belief system of both the former and the new home land. Nurses may therefore facilitate a “healthy” transition by incorporating and valuing cultural components of both the country of origin as well as of the new
country and thereby enable an integrated identity. However and additionally, in order to enhance family members’ integrated identity, cultural issues ought to be acknowledged not only by the family and the nurse, but also by others outside the family as well as the society at large.

For nurses to become competent in promoting a subjective sense of well being in acculturating individuals, education must therefore provide an understanding of how cultural norms and attitudes as well as verbal-and nonverbal communication are transferred and embedded in individuals. This happens through the process of enculturation, which may simply be explained as “cultural programming” which aims to socialize the individual to be a good corporate citizen or a so called adaptive adult [41]. An understanding of this process will help nurses to explore the cultural belief system of the family thus helping them to make their enculturation explicit. This is an important aspect of the promotion of family wellness since several studies have shown that communicating immigrants’ cultural belief systems has a positive impact on family wellness [42, 43]. Also Bourdieu [44] claims that communicating culturally inherited experiences or collective memories, so called habitués, is especially important since the awareness of one’s own culture is most often implicit. In order to promote compliant healthcare involuntary migrant families should therefore be encouraged to communicate their belief systems in health matters.

However, since acculturation is a two-way process between involuntarily migrated families and the native population of their new home country [45] “others” outside the family also should communicate the prevailing belief system of Swedish culture patterns. Only then will it be possible for immigrants to understand and learn the mastery of new behaviours, in line with Schumacher and Meleis’ indicator of a healthy transition [23]. Furthermore, early contacts with native Swedes may promote acculturation as a two-way process in promotion of family wellness, respectful attitudes from the Swedes along with proper and elucidative information regarding the functioning of the new home country is a prerequisite and a societal responsibility for a successful integration. Various intermediating services can contribute in facilitating the two-way process in acculturation. In a community intervention, “bridge-builders” contributed with successful social interactions [46]. Further social interactions may be encouraged in line with Elmeroth [47] who emphasized the importance for illiterate adults to have greater contact with language speakers. The participants of this study suggested local community support groups as important in facilitating social contacts. We suggest nurses to collaborate more with local voluntary network groups, ethnic organisations and the social authorities in order to promote a better social interaction between native Swedes and involuntarily migrated families. This conclusion corroborates with Samarasinghe, Fridlund & Arvidsson [48] who demonstrated that PHCN who had a holistic approach in their health promotion of involuntary migrated families by cooperating with different organizational structures and systems of society, helped in improving the wellness of acculturating families.

Other factors outside the reach of nurses that are related to social pre-requisites with implications for family wellness amongst involuntary immigrants should be handled differently. For instance a short but meaningful asylum period can, in line with Sourander [49], contribute to a lower level of stress and less psychiatric symptoms in refugee families. Moreover, employment was conceived as supportive of stable interfamily relations and facilitating integration by enabling the family to actively participate in society. Effective health promotion interventions ought to take into consideration the dynamic relationships between evolving policies that fail to directly address barriers to wellness such as unemployment and a prolonged waiting for residence permits as described in the descriptive category; promotion of family wellness is a societal responsibility, to which successful integration is a prerequisite. These factors are not easy for nurses to act upon unless nurses move into the socio-political arena by uncovering external conditions that may create constraining forces towards the achievement of a healthy transition.

4.1 A systemic approach in promoting family wellness

In developing the cultural transition for involuntary migrant families into what Schumacher and Meleis [23] name a healthy transition, all three conceptions - the family, others outside the family and the society – could be seen as the main
objectives. In encounters with involuntary immigrants nurses must therefore adopt a holistic approach by cooperating with other healthcare professionals, community authorities and ethnic organizations.

A systemic approach to promotion of family wellness is to implement family focused nursing in order to enable the family to understand how acculturation may impact individually on the wellness of the family members as well as on the family as a unit. Since the family encompasses members other than those living in Sweden, the use of a genogram would be helpful in identifying the family as a whole. Georgas who suggested that many cultural patterns in family life would continue to exist despite changes due to acculturation further supported this. The use of an ecomap will help in illustrating the structure, function and developmental life cycle of the family. It will further help in depicting interaction within the family and between families and the community. To enhance family cohesion, nurses need to support the family to talk about their acculturation experiences focusing on changes in family roles as well as the role of the parent. Nurses who establish a relationship with the family through outreaching activities such as home visits as shown in the descriptive category; promotion of family wellness is the consideration of those outside the family may further support the strengthening of family relationships which are yet another indicator of a healthy transition according to Schumacher & Meleis.

4.2 Methodological issues
Limitations of the study refer mainly to that the participants’ primary role unlike the PHCNs was not responsible for family wellness and therefore lacked self-perceived experiences of health promotion. However, phenomenography enables the participants to make implied meanings explicit by reflecting upon their experiences and was therefore considered as an applicable research approach in this study. As for transferring the result of the study to similar situations one may consider contextual issues that are never static but constantly changing. Receiving and caring for refugees from all over the world, especially from non European countries, are relatively new experiences in Sweden, which limit the transferability of the findings. However, each conception of the findings is an objectified abstraction representing a central meaning on a collective level, which makes the findings transferable to similar contexts.

5 Conclusions
The promotion of health of involuntary migrant families in cultural transition is complex due to families, other members of the society and society at large all contributing to family wellness in the process of acculturation. Therefore for nurses to facilitate a healthy transition for such families, a holistic approach of nurses working with the entire family in a psychosocial way and cooperating with other health care professionals, community authorities and ethnic organizations may therefore be the future direction in encounters with involuntary migrant families with health problems. Adopting a family system approach will thus enable nurses to provide culturally and transition-competent quality care by stabilizing interfamilial relationships during acculturation, through supportive family conversations with the family unit in a careful and sensitive manner about the family's transition experience with regard to changes, subsequent reactions and coping strategies. Further research in order to enhance health promotion would preferable take on a participatory approach. Involuntary immigrants can thereby contribute with their unique experiences and knowledge in order to gain a deeper and more inclusive understanding of the complex dynamics operating within acculturating families.
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